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RECORDING WALKS AND WALKS AND W EQUIPMENT

Members at Church Swing Bridge inspect the site of 
a boat yard dating from the mid-19th Century on the 
opposite side of the canal. In the background is the 
site of a coal tip served by one of the Dunkenhalgh 

collieries. The photo was taken by the Society’s digital 
camera during the towpath walk prior to the AGM 
in November.

I am sure that you will have seen in earlier Newsletters 
that we have been undertaking a project to record as 
much of the small detail of the canal’s environment as 
possible. Thanks to the efforts of a number of members, 
we have been able to cover several lengths of the canal, 
creating map references for objects and photographing 
them. Often people came across things which they did not 
recognise or realise their use. To overcome this problem, 
and to make the recording more sociable, it is proposed 
that a series of guided walks will be undertaken, and 
eventually we hope to cover the whole canal.

The idea is that we can discuss and record items 
we fi nd during the walk. To help with recording the 
Society now owns digital cameras and a computer, 
thanks to a grant from the Millenium Commission. We 
aim eventually to hold a walk somewhere on the canal 
on the second Sunday in the month, starting at 10-30 
and usually fi nishing in mid-afternoon. Have a look at 
the Diary Dates enclosed and try to come along - a trial 
walk held in December proved most enjoyable despite 

the weather. On the walks, we hope to train members 
in the use of the digital cameras (Numbers limited to 
two on each walk), but more important is that members 
will have the opportunity to learn more about the canal’s 
history and that of the area through which it passes. The 
photographs will be kept on CD, and we have a printer for 
producing ‘hard’ copies, so that they can be used either 
on the Society web-site (see back page) or in displays. In 
the future we may also look at the natural environment 
and a meeting has been arranged for February with 
people involved with ‘green’ conservationist. For details 
of the walks contact Mike Hustler on 01282 816476.
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After many months of procrastination, Dave 
Smallshaw and yours truly met up in June to discover 
a lost canal west of Wigan. It is not mentioned in any of 
the main canal ‘bibles’, and even L&L expert Mike Clarke 
had few words to say about it in his book, Around and 
About the L&L Canal - ‘The remains of a short isolated 
canal can still be found in Bottling Wood’. The only book 
we have found that has more than a few words to say 
on the subject is the Sellers title listed at the end. The 
comprehensive Anderson & France tome makes no 
mention at all, though it does mention an underground 
canal under Haigh church, and a number of un-navigable 
soughs.  This is a plea for more information if anyone 
has it.

Walking through the town, we join the Douglas river 
path at Wigan Little Theatre at the junction of River 
Way and School Lane. The path passes the new Quality 
Hotel to come out on Central Park Way. Crossing at the 
traffi c lights at the busy junction the walk resumes on 
the left hand side of river, but it is best to cross at the 
fi rst footbridge, back to the right hand side. The route 
takes you past the former Central Park rugby stadium 
(shortly to be a new Tescos) and keeps on a tarmac path. 

Gradually, the sounds of Wigan disappear and things 
become more rural. The formal path diverts slightly away 
from the river, and as you climb up the hill, you are in 
the area of the site - supposedly - of the Battle of Wigan 
Lane in 1651.

The path surface changes just before entering Bottling 
Wood, and you will note a yellow Wigan Way marker on 
your left. Going straight across at a criss-cross of paths, 
the route takes you down a fl ight of steps to cross the 
ochrous Yellow Brook on a wooden bridge. Up on the 
other side, the path joins a metalled road and turning 
left, passes a substantial bridge over the river - this 
was the original drive into the Haigh Lower Plantation. 
After a few hundred yards, the tree-lined roadway then 
climbs and turns almost 180 degrees and then bears left, 
climbing further up the hill. Yards after turning left, you 
will note that there are two short fl ights of steps either 
side of you. Ahead is a boulder inscribed Devils Canyon 
and behind it to the left is the site of a former pithead 
and then beyond that, the Receptacle quarry.

Taking the flight of steps to the left, you quickly 
pick up the apparent line of a canal as it follows the 
edge of the hill for about 200 yards to what appears to 

WEST OF WIGAN - AND A LOST CANAL ?
Andy Screen takes a walk around Wigan

The ‘mystery’ canal is shown as 
a thick black line on this copy 
of the c1850 6 inch OS map. 
It was built to carry coal from 
Bottling Wood Colliery to the 
ironworks at Leyland Mill.
Half-way along there is a small 
pool which is illustrated in the 
top photo opposite. The canal 
may have been superceded 
by a tramway, and the line of 
this can also be traced on the 
ground.
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be a terminus above some old foundry buildings, now 
a private residence. You will also note a small hole in 
the wall to the left of the building, which may have been 
a run-off from the canal into river below. The foundry 
and ironworks, built by Earl Alexander, were probably 
operating from around 1790 and the canal is thought 
to date back to about 1798, though how long it lasted is 
anybody’s guess. 

Walk back to road, and then up the steps on the other 
side. The path immediately crosses the bed of the canal 
and then follows it round for about 150 yards to a large 
pool by the adit to the Four Foot coal seam. This adit 
can just about be made out by the dressed stonework on 
the left-hand side as you look up the small gorge down 
which a stream passes, presumably a feed for the canal 
originally. Although the water level in the pool was not 
far below the level of the path, it was apparent that any 
lower, and the output from the mine adit could not have 
easily used the canal - and without much doubt, the canal 
was built almost entirely to service the mine. It appears 
therefore that the water level had to be kept as high as 
possible, which explains the remains, near the weir, of 
stonework building the bank up. Crossing over the weir 
and another channel appears to head away from the pool. 
The channel seems to run out where a path crosses and 
climbs up the hill, but if you drop down onto the wider 
path below, you will be able to make out the channel again 
until it comes to a triangle of grass and mud, by a gap in 
the hillside. Possibly there was a cart-track through the 
gap to a roadway on the other side, near Bottling Wood 

and Yellow Brook. The length of canal from the adit to 
here is about 280 yards, so overall the canal seems to have 
been around 600 to 650 yards long. (see Editor’s Note at 
the end of this article)

We returned to the steps and walked up the hill, 
passing the Receptacle quarry on the left. The road 
bends round a lightly wooded clearing at the top and if 
you walk to the far side of the clearing you can see the 
pool below with the feeder stream coming in. You will 
also notice what seems to be the deliberately collapsed 
mine entrance. Very careful clambering down will get 
you to the stone entrance. Back on the road, the route 
carries on round to where it crosses over the feeder on 
an embankment at the head of the gorge, where again 
you can see the pool at the end. The roadway crosses the 
former railway (the old Whelley loop line), and makes its 
way past back of Hall Lane Lodge to Haigh Park Bridge, 
bridge 60 on the L&L. Turning left you quickly come 
across a strange little basin. The towpath bridge affords 
very little headroom (Ed.: possibly due to subsidence), 
making it initially unclear what the basin was used for. 
The bridge is probably a red herring, as Wigan Rowing 
Club took over the basin in 1872 (canoes and skiffs don’t 
need much headroom) and this was therefore probably 
not the original bridge. Prior to 1872, the basin was used 
by Lords Crawford and Balcarres, to tranship coal onto 
Hall Lane beyond, which used to be a tramway to serve 
the foundry and Leyland Mill.

 Backtracking under the bridge, we headed along the 
canal towards Wigan passing under Withington Lane, 

Two views of the old canal in the Haigh 
Lower Plantation. A short section, seen 
on the left, still contains water, while 
the channel can be identifi ed below. 
A tramway seems to have replaced 
the canal at some time, and the bed 
now forms part of the footpath system 
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bridge 59A, which provides access to the Colliers Arms. 
Former sawmills occupied the wasteland on the right, 
where pit-props were made and the wharf is still evident. 
(Ed.: It was also the Wigan Coal & Iron Co’s boatyard) 
Opposite, on the towpath side, we noted the large cobbled 
area between the canal and the Crown Hotel, where there 
must have been other wharf/stabling facilities. Straight 
ahead is the bridge that marks the end of the original 
Lancaster canal venture to Westhoughton. 

There is not room for a history of the L&L here, but 
briefl y, the section from Johnsons Hillock to here was 
originally the Lancaster Canal. The L&L was planned to 
go round the north of Wigan and cross the Lancaster 
near Walton Summit, but ultimately, it took a southerly 
route, making connections with the Douglas Navigation 
(using Leigh’s Cut) and the Bridgewater Canal, and 
then up a long fl ight of locks to where you now stand, at 
Kirkless (or Kirkleys). The Lancaster company, having 
failed to make a waterway crossing of the Ribble below 
Preston abandoned any hope of completing the line to 
Westhoughton as envisaged and the South End of their 
canal merely served as a connection between the two 
parts of the L&L - they eventually gave the L&L a lease 
on it in 1864.

Turning right down the Wigan fl ight, the fi rst lock is 
Aspull Lock. The Kirkless Hall pub is on the right, and 
is followed shortly after by the Commercial Inn, whose 
days appear to be numbered. The new ‘promenade’ 
section follows shortly after, well-laid brick paving that 
continues right down to the bottom of the fl ight. Peel 
Hall on the right is part 14th century, the oldest building 
in Ince and one of the oldest in the whole Wigan area.  
Over Rose Bridge, carrying Manchester Road, you pass 
Whalley’s basin which marks the start of the former Ince 
Hall colliery branch, and then cross Britannia Bridge 
(carrying Warrington Lane). The boarded up Shepherds 
Arms is another sad sight - in its heyday, there would 
have been pubs by the bucket-load alongside the locks, 
yet now there barely seems to be business for one. 

Beyond the railway bridge, Girobank now occupies 
the former Westwood power station site with its long 
wharf. Just after the Leigh branch heads off to meet the 
Bridgwater, is the penultimate lock, Henhurst, then you 
need to cross over Chapel Lane. Wigan Investment Centre 
nears completion on the off-side, then you are through 
Bottom Lock, past the boatyard and alongside the 1907 
Trencherfi eld Mill - you should not that the information 
centre and shop has moved here from its original site 
opposite the Pier. It is a short walk to Pottery Changeline 
bridge, through which the Wigan Pier experience awaits 
you. Here you need to climb up to the road and follow 
the canal stub to No 1 Wigan Pier with its twin boatholes. 

(Ed.: built c1830) Then straight on up Wallgate to both 
Wallgate and North Western stations.

References:
The Douglas Valley Way (Gladys Sellers - Cicerone 
Press)
The Wigan Way (WMBC leafl et)
A History of Haigh Hall (WMBC leafl et)
Wigan Coal and Iron (Anderson & France)

Editor’s Note: The best source of information which 
I have found is ‘Geographical Change and Industrial I have found is ‘Geographical Change and Industrial I have found is ‘
Revolution’ by John Langton. Published in 1979 (ISBN 
0 521 22490 X), this is a history of coal mining in South 
West Lancashire from 1590 to 1799, and it suggests that 
the coal mines and ironworks mentioned in this article 
were part of the Chadwick family’s empire, a footnote to 
page 178 stating: ‘The colliery was linked to the ironworks page 178 stating: ‘The colliery was linked to the ironworks page 178 stating: ‘
by a short canal. Haigh MSS/Canals Box/Articles of 
Agreement, Lewis v. Haliburton, June 22, 1795.’ When 
researching the L&LC, I looked at this agreement which 
was: …between John Lewis of Pool in Montgomery, canal 
cutter, and Alexander Haliburton for Earl Balcarres on 
June 22, 1795, to build a navigable canal from the steam 
engine at the iron works at Haigh thro’ Haigh Park to 
Marsdens Farm where Robert Marsden lives and a pit 
has been sunk for an intended steam engine.

Length of canal 860 yards, depth of water 5 feet, width 
of canal at bottom 6 feet, slopes 3 horizontal to 2 vertical, 
width of water surface 21 feet. Embankments and towing 
paths 10 feet wide at the top (1 foot above water level). 
Puddling where required to be 6 - 8 inches above water 
level. Cost £315.

Is this the same canal, or was there another one built for 
Earl Balcarres? He had certainly suggested a canal tunnel 
from the canal basin at Wigan into his coal mines at Haigh 
a few years earlier. This tunnel would be able to provide 
both coal and water for the L&LC, and it was noted that 
the canal was short of water and that Earl Balcarres had 
substantial reserves of coal. More research is needed into 
canal developments at Wigan, including not just those 
mentioned here, but also the canal tunnel at Crooke.

The agreement itself is of interest as it shows how canals 
were specifi ed at the time. Details were usually kept down 
to a minimum, with just overall dimensions being given. A 
look at stone overbridges on a section of canal sometimes 
shows how, although similar, the identity of the stone 
mason involved with each bridge can be identifi ed from 
the slight variations in such things as the size and fi nish 
of the stones.

The Haigh MSS were kept at John Rylands Library 
in Manchester until recently, but they have now been 
returned to Scotland where they are kept with the rest of 
the Balcarres family papers.
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Conservation Work, Wild Flower Reserve, Bank Newton, Sunday 24th September 
Prior to our arrival, grass had been cut on a large area 

of banking beside lock 38 at Bank Newton.  The plan 
was to remove all the cuttings onto the B.W. barge for 
disposal further up the canal.  Armed with only half an 
idea of what was expected from us and a bag of barbie 
goodies, we set off with a will.

The day had begun with a thick mist, and this had 
already turned into heavy rain by the time we arrived at 
the site.  Some members of the L.L.C.S. were already hard 
at work, raking wet clumps of grass and thistle down the 
slope towards the canal bank.  Russ, the conservation 
offi cer, was directing operations.  Despite the weather 
there was a good deal of wildlife visible, notably frogs 
(and toads, I don’t know the difference, both have a high 
yuck factor), voles fi eld mice, oh and midges, millions of 
them!!  The star per form er was a mink, which shot down 
the field closely followed by Steve Rawson (the lock-
keeper) wielding a pitchfork.  The mink got away, but as 
the women had already decided it was too small for a fur 
tippet, and too furry to barbecue, we were not too upset.

As we worked Russ spent some time erecting information 
boards, one of which has been paid for by the society.

It was a soaking wet and sorry looking crew which 
repaired to the lock house for lunch.  The heroine of the 
day was Steve’s wife, Amanda; she not only welcomed us 
into her home, but also actually looked as if she meant it!

Lunch over, a depleted workforce returned to the 
site.  Steve and Amanda’s beautiful daughters, Katie 
and Henrietta, and a dry warm house, were too great a 

pull for a few of us.
Moving the grass up the canal was hard work.  

Two trips were needed.  The weather decided to stop 
pretending and get real.  The result was a deluge of 
monsoon proportions.  Mind you, having a gate paddle 
KEY reduced the lock setting times considerably!

We fi nished work around 5.30pm and traipsed soggily 
into Steve’s neighbour’s large garage for the B.B.Q.  Here 
we found a truly organised  and welcoming feast. Food, 
drink and seating had been set out for the workers.  We 
had a great evening.

The atmosphere was terrific. As smoke gathered 
in the rafters and steam rose from the guests, Steve 
spoke briefl y about the plans for the site and thanked 
everyone for their efforts. (He seemed quite moved that 
the middle-aged, and by now creaking volunteers had 
stayed the course!)  In our turn, we owe a big vote of 
thanks to Steve and Amanda, to his neighbours, and to 
Russ for all they did to make this event into more than 
just a work day.

It is hoped that this will be an annual event.  If so I for 
one will be there.  The downside to Sunday’s event was 
the rain; it prevented a better chance to meet and talk 
with LLCS members, some new and some not previously 
met.  Another year with hopefully better weather, we may 
be able to rectify this.

P.S.  Steve set us the task of guessing the day’s rainfall; 
the prize was won by Marilyn Freear with almost 40mm 
of rainfall!

Not Bank Newton, but a view of Greenberfi eld in 
the snow taken last November by Mike Hustler (his 
wife wrote the above report) using the Society’s 
new digital camera.
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Regeneration Conference

A Canal Regeneration Conference was held in East 
Lancashire in November. Over the week prior to the 
conference, the opportunity was given for people to 
travel along the canal on Marton Emperor, giving those 
who did not know the canal a chance to see the problems 
fi rst hand. A wide variety of people took up the offer, from 
MPs and councellors to environmental and voluntary 
groups. Ideas and comments received during the trips 
were circulated afterwards.

The conference itself comprised, in the main, talks 
by local authority and housing officers from places 
such as Birmingham where they have already used their 
waterside to help enhance and develop the area. Over one 
hundred people attended, and there will be a follow-up 
workshop on ‘East Lancashire waterways, arts & tourism’ 
at the beginning of February.

The East Lancashire Partnership has just been given 
Goverment funding for an East Lancashire Park - one 
of the fi rst proposed nationwide. A Park Manager start 
work in January, and it wil be interesting to see what 
is suggested. British Waterways are also involved with 
developing a plan for the canal in East Lancashire, and 
the Society is in discussion with them. The length of canal 
in East Lancashire is undervalued and underused, and 
its problems must be addressed to ensure that the whole 
of the L&LC is successfully developed.

Roland

Wigan Pier are currently discussing the Roland, their 
wooden L&L boat. It was rebuilt some years ago, and 
although giving an impression of size and shape, does 
not have much original material. Vaughan Jones (01942 
700402) would be interested to receive any comments 
regarding the boat and its conservation or recording.

HAPPENINGS ON THE HAPPENINGS ON THE H L&LC

CARROT CHUTNEY - Makes 5 lbs

Top Gate Paddles on Locks

British Waterways have now installed various 
designs of baffl es which stop water from gate paddles 
falling directly onto boats in the locks. They are currently 
assessing their operation. Keys are available for boaters 
who have passed a lock-operation examination so that 
they can open the top gate paddles.

In discussion with BW, we have stated that education 
is the most important factor in reducing the danger from 
top gate paddles, and that removing such paddles is 
counter productive and could, in some circumstances, be 
dangerous. We have suggested to BW that our Heritage 
Weekend would be an ideal event for educating people 
into the safe use of canals. They are currently looking 
at making a video which will explain the safe working 
of canal boats, and it has been suggested that using 
historical information would make such a video more 
interesting and less boring.

The Dragonfl y Award

Your Chairman, Mike Clarke, was awarded the 
Unilever Dragonfl y Award for his work in promoting 
conservation and historical interpretation on the Leeds 
& Liverpool Canal. It comes with a useful £500 for a 
canal-related project.

The Ribble Link

Constraints on the various existing bridges which will 
be used to create this waterway will make it impossible 
for 72 foot long wide boats to use it. However, the 
Historic Narrow Boat Owners Club are pushing for the 
locks on the Rufford Branch to be lengthened, and they 
offered £1000 towards this at the Waterways Trust AGM 
in December. Should such work be undertaken? Please 
send in your comments on this subject.

SIMPLE RIMPLE RIMPLE ECIPIES FOR BOATERS
 by David Shuttleworth - send your recipes to him!

2 lbs carrots roughly grated
2 oz fresh root ginger
1/2 litre or 7/8 pint cider vinegar
1 tsp corriander seeds, crushed
2 cinnamon sticks
1 star anise\1oz coarse sea salt
11/2 heads of garlic peeled
250 ml or shy half pint of water
11/2 lbs granulated sugar
4 dried red chillies

Put carrots in bowl with ginger, cider vinegar, 
chillies, spices and salt. Mix together, cover with tea 
towel and leave for 24 hours.

Separate and peel the garlic. Pour carrot mixture 
into a large pan and add the garlic and water, bring 
up to the boil and simmer for 10 minutes.

Add sugar, bring back to the boil and boil hard 
for 45 minutes, stirring occasionally. Stand for 3 
minutes, take out cinnamon sticks and pour into 
hot jars and seal.
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Circular walk, starting and fi nishing at L&LC Bridge 134A, Barden Mill. 
O.S. map 103, grid ref 841349

Margaret and Geoff Rothwell

This walk is made up of two separate walks, which can be made into a fi gure-of-eight walk if you wish. Both 
are easy and suitable for families. Sturdy shoes or trainers are advisable in wet weather. Walk 1 is about 1/2 hour 
and Walk 2 is under an hour. Both walks start at Barden Mill car park, Barden Lane, Burnley. The Mill has plenty 
to offer to shopaholics, and there is a café and a children’s play area currently under construction. The walk plus a 
visit to the mill would make a pleasant day out for all the family. Note: take care on the road outside the Mill when 
gaining access to the towpath which is on the opposite side of the road bridge. The map below dates from c1850, 
before the railway was built.

Walk 1

to Preston line of the former East Lancashire Railway. 
After the railway bridge, turn right and walk down the 
fi eld until you meet the path in front of the allotments. 
Turn right again, under the railway arch and you are 
at the rear of Barden Mill. Turn left onto the footpath 
alongside the mill to return to the car park.

Walk 2

This begins at Bridge 135 where you 
continue along the towpath to Bridge 
136. There is a garden centre here, on 
the opposite side of the canal across the 
bridge. For the walk continue under 
the bridge and turn left immediately 
afterwards off the towpath and onto a 
narrow lane. Continue down the lane, 
passing an old farm in the process of 
renovation, until you reach the bridge 
over Pendle Water. The house on the 
other side of the river was the caretaker’s 
house for Jewel Mill, a former cotton 
mill which was demolished when the 
motorway was built. Go over the bridge 
and turn left and continue down the 
lane until you reach some cottages and 
out-houses. This little hamlet was well-
known in days gone by. It was a tradition 
at Easter or holidays to walk to Pendle 
Hill, and people from the area would 
stop here to see Jack Moore’s monkey, 
Judy, which was kept in the out-
buildings. There was a café and lots of 
stalls as well, a really busy, happy place. 
Walk on along the path till you come to 
a lane on the right which gives access to 
a farm. Go left along the road - formerly 
the main road from the A6068 until the 
motorway was built - and eventually 
you come again to Barden Lane. On the 

Starting at Bridge 134A (Bridge numbering was 
introduced around 1963), walk east to Bridge 135. As you 
walk along look over to your left and, especially on a fi ne 
day, you will see a wonderful view of Pendle Hill. Carry 
on over Bridge 135, but take a moment to look around 
at the vista: Pendle Hill; Accrington in the far distance; 
Burnley town and the Rossendale Hills beyond. Continue 
up the fi eld ahead toward the railway bridge on the Colne 
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opposite side of the road, the end house used to be a pub. 
Turn left and take care crossing the bridge, and then look 
for a stile in the wall on the left. Go over the stile and 
follow the path up and right across the fi eld, looking for 
sign for the stile. Carry on up the hill to Bridge 135 and 

return to the car park along the towpath.

Come and join us on July 8th 2001 when there will be 
a guided walk around these routes - see Diary Dates.

The view over Pendle Hill from 
Barden Bridge, just next to 
Barden Mill car park.

L&LC RUG DESIGNS
As part of the C2K Arts Project, based on the 

canal in East Lancashire last year, Kate Bellwood was 
commissioned to make a rug, together with members 
of the community, with a canal theme. She has become 
interested in the traditional Leeds & Liverpool style of 
painting, and the two designs below formed two of the 
corners of the rug.

Kate gave demonstrations of her work at the last 
Heritage Weekend and will be on hand at Burnley in May 
if you would like to see more of her work. She is hoping 
to produce patterns similar to those below for cushions, 
and will undertake commissions for other rug designs. 
You can contact her on 01524v841731 (Lancaster).
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A LOAD OF BOLLARDS
John Freear

As you travel along the Leeds and Liverpool Canal you 
may have noticed the wide variety of mooring bollards 
that have been installed over the years.

On our two trips, to Skipton and Tarleton, this year 
on the Short Boat Weaver I did a survey of them, and 
photographed some of the many types to be seen (fi gs. 
1-9).

Some of these bollards are totally impractical. For 
example, if you tie the front end of a short boat to the 
type shown in fi g.5.The angle of the rope is such that it 
quickly detaches itself when any boat passes by. As for 

the plastic monstrosity we encountered on the Rufford 
arm!!! (fi g.8 )

Clearly this exercise demonstrates the importance of 
the Society’s Survey of the Canal, which when fi nished 
will allow such comparisons of lock furniture to be 
made more easily and we should be able to recommend 
to British Waterways a preferred style to be installed 
whenever possible. It is such attention to detail, which 
is so important in establishing a unique character of a 
Canal.

Now what about those mooring rings!

fi g. 1 fi g. 2 fi g. 3

fi g. 4 fi g. 5 fi g.6

fi g. 7 fi g. 8 fi g. 9
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Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR. 
01254 395848, email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Secretary
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland, 
Nr. Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089, email: 
MarilynLesley@aol.com
Treasurer
Marilyn (and John) Freear, Worsley Dry Dock, Worsley 
Road, Worsley, M28 2WN. 0161 728 4211

- NEWS -- NEWS -- N
Canal Map

The canal publisher GEOprojects has produced a map 
of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. Printed on two sides 
at 1:60,000, it has detailed plans of Wigan, Blackburn, 
Burnley, Skipton and Leeds at 1:15,000. The map 
measures 428 x 1170mm and retails at £4.75. ISBN 0 
86351 132 5.

Web Site

Thanks to member Brian Townsley, the Society now 
has a web site. It has outline details of the canal’s history 
and current usage, together with details of the Society. 
For those with computer access, the site is at:

http://townsleyb.members.beeb.net/llcs/

Canal Heritage Talk

Mike Clarke will be speaking at the IWA’s meeting 
at The Howard, Dark Lane, Wheelton at 7-45pm on 
Wednesday 31st January, when the subject will be Canal 
Heritage. The Society’s recording project will feature, so 
come along if you want to fi nd out more.

Mersey River Festival

This will take place on 8th-11th June. (for more 
information, contact BW on 01942 242239) Most places 
for boats have already been taken in Albert Dock, but 
others can moor at the Eldonian Village at the end 
of the canal. British Waterways will be increasing 
their participation in this event as they are looking at 
how to increase the availability of Liverpool’s unused 
docks. Schemes to link Albert and Salthouse Docks to 
Prices Dock are currently being investigated. Prior to 
the construction of the buildings at Pier Head, boats 
could reach the southern docks via George’s Dock, and 
it is proposed to reinstate this link. Hopefully, this will 
increase the usage of the Liverpool section of the canal.

Heritage Week end
Manchester Road, Burnley, 5th & 6th May 2001

This year our Heritage Weekend will be held at 
Burnley on the 5th and 6th May when we will be celebrating 
a special day in the canal’s history. It will be two hun dred 
years since the canal opened from Burnley to Clay ton-le-
Moors, an event which was to help dra mat i cal ly with the 
spec tac u lar growth of East Lan ca shire’s econ o my. 

The most important attractions of the Heritage 
Week end are the Leeds & Liverpool short boats which, 
as always, form the centre-piece. Besides the boats 
there will be a variety of other attractions linked to 
the canal’s history, with an opportunity for chil dren 
to try their hand at traditional Leeds & Liverpool Canal 
painting. There will be dem on stra tions of the ropework 
decoration used on the boats, and guided walks along the 
towpath. There will also be some non-canal at trac tions 
as well, with live music and arts-related events, though 
the rug making demonstration uses traditional canal 
patterns. On Saturday evening there will be a slide show 
at a location close to Manchester Road. The Weavers’ 
Triangle Visitor Centre will be open as usual and there 
is a canalside pub.

Volunteers are needed to man the Society’s stand 
and to help with providing information to visitors.
Please come along and help for an hour or two if you can 
- offers of help to Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor 
Lane, Burnley, BB12 0EF, 01282 702249.

Windhill Folk Remembered

David Lowe has sent me a section from this booklet 
which has been published by the Windhill Memories 
Group. Pages 25-30 are about life on the L&LC taken 
from an interview with a former Shipley boatman. Copies 
of the book are available from Bradford Central Library 
or from D. Shepherd on 01274 663468.
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